
A REINVENTION OF SUCCESS.

Vigorous. Dynamic. Thriving. These are the words that come to mind
when I describe JoS. A. Bank today. Innovation has been the key. We
have taken our 97-year-old company, one of the few men’s brands to
have endured that long, and reinvented it. The results have been
impressive.

For 2001, we posted record recurring earnings per share for the second
consecutive year. Since our new management team took control of the
Company’s operations two years ago, six of the last nine quarters have
been record quarters. While our stock has recently outperformed the
market average, our record earnings growth and relatively low
price/earnings ratio present an extraordinary opportunity for increase
in value.

We’ve achieved our goals by returning to our manufacturing roots. The benefits of this have been
fourfold. First, it has helped increase our profits. Secondly, it has allowed us to pass on savings to
customers, bolstering loyalty to our brand. Thirdly, it has further enhanced our already well-respected
reputation for quality by enabling us to continuously make improvements to our products. Finally, it has
allowed us to make expenditures on enhancing our infrastructure for sustained growth.

I believe this is just the beginning of this new chapter in the JoS. A. Bank story. The future will unfold to
be even more exciting. Having opened 21 stores in 2001, our objective is to keep pace with the significant
growth that has been so successful for us over the past couple of years by adding at least 20 to 30 stores in
each of the next two years and even more thereafter. Of course, we will approach this in a financially
conservative manner, being careful to not over-leverage the Company.

With a broad product line that fulfills all of a professional man’s wardrobe needs, we will carry on our
aggressive stance in merchandising. Classic styling is the centerpiece of our brand along with our
unyielding commitment to quality. At the same time, we must always evolve. At JoS. A. Bank, we
consistently innovate with confidence. This is borne out in our unique Trio offering, our extremely
successful line of wrinkle-resistant apparel designed specifically for the business traveler—the Traveler
program, and our new line of island-inspired, casual weekend wear—VIP (Vacation in Paradise). Finally,
our suits and separates program has risen to a status that makes it the best in the country.

Our success has not gone unnoticed. We were recently selected as one of Forbes’ 200 Best Small Cap
Companies in the U.S. In addition, Internet Retailer magazine named JoS. A. Bank as one of the top 25 e-
tailer web sites in the country. Also, since December 2001, three analysts initiated coverage of the
Company’s stock

Needless to say, I am exceptionally pleased with our success and look forward to our continued growth.
Knowing that we have just completed the best year in the history of the Company, and were able to
accomplish this even in a bad economy, makes the promise of the future a bright one for JoS. A. Bank
and all of its shareholders.

ROBERT N. WILDRICK
CEO AND PRESIDENT



TOMORROW. A PHILOSOPHY.

What tomorrow will bring is something we plan for at JoS. A. Bank, not wait and react to. Everything is
done with an eye on being prepared for the future. We proved this in 2001 by generating record earnings
per share in a very difficult economic environment. As we see it, our success has just begun. So, we are
constantly developing strategies to take advantage of expanding market potential.

Primarily focused on growth in the eastern half of the U.S., our objective is to saturate existing
markets where marketing, distribution and regional management are in place. In time, we will move
further across the country. Long-term, we believe the consumer demand exists to enable us to more than
double our number of stores. Add to that expanded growth in Internet sales, and the possibilities for
increased sales become even more impressive.

We are also dedicated to growth in the success of our product offering, especially sportswear. Our strong
reputation and foundation in business dress is leading more and more men to turn to us to also meet their
needs for weekend wear. In addition,
we are committed to continuously improving the already high quality levels of all our products.

The future of the JoS. A. Bank brand is in very capable hands—a senior management team each with a
minimum of 20 years experience. With these professionals as stewards of the brand, the firmly-
established success of the past two years will
continue to be built upon.

• At least 20 stores will open in ‘02
• At least 30 new stores are projected to open in ‘03
• Updated distribution center which more than doubled daily capacity
• 135 stores in 29 states at the end of fiscal ’01



THE EVOLUTION OF A CLASSIC BRAND.

Jos. A. Bank’s strength is rooted in our tradition of American classic clothing. But, as with any classic,
JoS. A Bank has evolved and redefined itself to succeed in a changing marketplace. Our success and
expansion have given the JoS. A. Bank brand more awareness than ever.

One of our most valuable assets is the enviable control we hold over our brand. Few can rival it. From our
involvement in design, manufacturing and quality control, to the customer’s shopping experience, we
have the ability to watch over and affect every interaction a customer has with us.

The key is consistency. Consistency in the imagery that surrounds the brand. Consistency
in the product. Our marketing efforts are consistent from region to region. And our customers have come
to rely on the consistency in sizing specifications and fashion point of view of our apparel. The result is
customers know what to expect from us … what they can always count on from the JoS. A. Bank
experience. And this creates brand loyalty.

Our brand, and its consistency, are equally noteworthy in financial terms. Our skills in sourcing product
from a world-wide supplier base has enabled the company to increase gross profit
margins by going directly to the manufacturer and cutting out the middleman. Profitability has steadily
increased over the past two-and-one-half years and recurring earnings per share have performed
outstandingly, posting two consecutive record years. The future promises nothing less.

• Reliability, trust, honesty, quality and dependability are the words that surround the Jos. A. Bank
brand

• Stock price increased 23% in the fiscal year 2001
• Both Jos. A. Bank’s products and its brand are designed  for longevity



EXCELLENCE IS AN ATTITUDE.

The quality assured by JoS. A. Bank is something customers can touch and feel. And the return to our
core competency in manufacturing provides us with more control over this quality
than ever, allowing us to not only set stricter standards, but also monitor the manufacturing process from
start to finish to see that they are met. This, along with consistent sizing specifications, has earned our
customers’ trust again and again. They realize they can always rely on us, with no sudden shifts in quality
or sizing.

But, for JoS. A. Bank, quality moves beyond that found in our apparel. It’s also apparent in
everything we do as a company. At every stage, we are impacting the customer with excellence.
This is the personality of JoS. A. Bank, the organization. It starts from the top down and is something our
customers can sense in the attitude and personality of everyone they deal with who
represents JoS. A. Bank. Our “personality of quality” ensures that shopping with us is a positive
experience and keeps customers coming back.

The sense of quality and pride runs equally strong inside the walls of our company. It’s evident in the
responsible management of JoS. A. Bank. Everything we do is approached with foresight, based on
strategy and oriented toward results. The ultimate rewards of this quality of management go to our
shareholders.

• Jos. A. Bank measures 34 points in every shipment of suits to see that they meet specifications
• A 97-year-old company recognizes what quality is and knows how to make sure its meticulous

standards are consistently met
• A quality performance, with EPS growing 425% in the past two years



AN UNRIVALED RESOURCE.

Complete ease and convenience. As a multi-channel resource, JoS. A. Bank provides this in every aspect
of assembling a wardrobe. Retail stores, a catalog and Internet shopping
combine to make JoS. A. Bank a constant in a man’s apparel options.

These three different channels work as one company—seamlessly integrating policies and
procedures. For instance, a customer can order from the catalog or Internet. Purchases can then be
shipped to a store or brought in for alterations. Or, if desired, these items can be returned at a store. The
entire goal is to make it easy for the customer.

Beyond this, JoS. A. Bank is also a complete wardrobe resource—from underwear to formal wear. A
resurgence in business dress is boosting our sales in the suit category. And we’re expanding our presence
in sportswear with the new, tropics-oriented VIP (Vacation in Paradise) collection. In addition, our
exclusive David Leadbetter collection gives us a strong position in the golf apparel market.

Given the breadth of our product mix, we’re confident that the proven positive experiences of our
customers with JoS. A. Bank for business wear seeds potential for weekend wear. Imagine the financial
performance of our company as it evolves into the one place where a man shops for his entire wardrobe.

• Sportswear sales increase 20% over the past year
• Jos. A. Bank was recognized as one of the top 25 e-tailers in the country by Internet
• Retailer Magazine
• Combined catalog/Internet profits increased 89% in 2001


